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Abstract—Transport network planning in Egypt suffers from insufficient planning that should be done prior to execution. This research presses on the fact that personal experience and cognition alone cannot be the main factors of design that it should go hand in hand with scientific measurable analysis and evidence. Hence, it focuses on having a deeper understanding of the influence of spatial network configuration on urban activity and centrality. It proposes that Space Syntax, as a syntactic model, has potential to be utilized in optimizing transportation networks, based on Space Syntax ability to model and predict streets with most urban activity and areas that act as central gathering points, and therefore, giving a scientific basis to evident decisions to choose optimum routes and stations for transit networks. The study hypothesizes that adding Space Syntax spatial configuration analysis as a layer to the whole process can give a better understanding of the network. This research applies Space Syntax configurational analysis with the aim to present an evidence approach to optimize its transportation network. The proposed approach is applied on Mansoura City, an intermediate city in Dakahlia governorate in Egypt. The methodology includes field observations using gate counting technique to identify movement flows in different parts of the city, running a segment map analysis of the city’s street network and validating the results of the analysis through comparing computed values with observations. Results identify streets with major urban movement which represent potential transit routes and areas that are considered urban centers which represent potential transit stations. These results verify the important role of accessibility analysis in transportation planning, and therefore presents an applicable approach to identify optimum transit routes and stations that have higher potential to act as active movement corridors at a city scale.
I. INTRODUCTION

The inappropriate planning of transportation networks in Egyptian cities has led people to resort more to private cars which as a result caused many negative consequences, such as congestion, increased rate of accidents, and increased rate of harmful emissions. In order to shift the dependency away from private vehicles, cities must invest in sustainable mobility [1]. In order to achieve sustainable mobility, planners and policy makers have exerted efforts in planning efficient infrastructures with the aim of reducing emissions related to transport and shifting to public modes of transport [2].

Until now, traditional transit planning mostly applies car-oriented planning while envisioning infrastructure for transit [3], where priority is given to private vehicles rather than public transportation modes. This method creates difficulties later on, when aligning routes and stations with the planned network. Recent studies focused on the challenges in conventional transport planning models owing to their complexity and the amount of time it needs to run [4]. Researchers have suggested models that are simpler that provide an easier way for decision makers to perceive urban networks. Research in urban spatial morphology has highly advanced measures which enable researchers and planners to quickly better understand potentials of accessibility in different areas of cities and spatial structures [5]. These advanced measures can be put to good use in transit planning. This research focuses on the potential of using spatial configuration analysis developed by Space Syntax as an approach to identify and evaluate optimized routes and stations for public transportation networks. The case study examined in this research is Mansoura City, an intermediary city in Dakahlia governorate in Egypt. The main objective of applying Space Syntax measures on the spatial structure of the city is to identify the optimum routes and stations based on two pivotal indicators which are urban activity and centrality.

The predominant question this research attempts to answer is what are the potentials and limitations of Space Syntax as an approach in the process of optimizing public transportation networks? The study answers this by discussing wider characteristics of planning with a focus on the ability to identify corridors of urban activity and areas of urban centers using Space Syntax indices. The paper is structured in the following way: the first section lays out the theoretical basis for the research. The following section explains the used methodology, observation techniques used and the analysis conducted on the previously mentioned case study. Following that, the results of the analysis are elaborated, and validated by comparing the computed analysis results and observations. The validation step is very important to prove the accuracy of Space Syntax spatial analysis in modeling movement patterns, therefore denoting its potential use in transit network planning. The research ends with a discussion and conclusion of the potentials and limitations of the proposed approach and its applications.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, the research gives a brief overview of the conventional transportation planning models while mentioning the aspects that distinguish syntactic models from traditional ones. Then, Space Syntax is further demonstrated as one of the most advanced syntactic models that have had many applications in different urban planning aspects including transport network planning. The aim of this section is to build a theoretical foundation for the study.

A. Traditional transportation network planning approach

There are three main pillars that are vital for transit planning which are: forecasting trip demand, service operation and urban policies [6]. Forecasting demand concerns evaluating demand using Transportation/land-use modeling (TLUM). On the other hand, service operation concerns feasibility and setting alternatives in early planning phases, while urban policies confronts the different urban and transport objectives of each transit alternative [7]. Following this framework, the first step is mapping potential routes from the perspective of physical feasibility. The second is proposing different alternatives of routes and stations using a multi-criteria evaluation that measures various factors such as: catchment area of stations, costs of construction of routes and stations, and network configuration features as connectivity and directness. Then comes the role of the team of planners to decide, using a multi-criteria analysis, on a preferred alignment based on the urban policies objectives [8].

However, travel demand is not the only aspect served by transport infrastructure, since it also forms the city and influences various urban phenomena [9]. TLUM has a major flaw in practice which is that it doesn’t take into consideration land use potential that may occur due to changes in infrastructure. Current models of transport rely on land-use and demographics in a one-way direction. Which means TLUM neglects areas that has inherent potential for urban densification. In addition, the element of accessibility is only assessed from a limited view. Therefore, speaking in terms of accessibility, it’s doubtful that TLUM can generate the optimum network.

This literature overview highlights the point that distinguishes syntactic models, such as Space Syntax and others, from conventional transport models. While conventional models focus on demographics, syntactic models focus of topological analysis of spatial networks in order to measure accessibility. The main concept of syntactic research has been claimed by Lerman and Omer that urban configuration can be the best predictor of movement and flow and combining quantitative properties of the configuration with demographics and land-use can make the predictions more accurate [10].

B. Space Syntax and Urban Movement

Space Syntax is a science-based and human focused approach to analyzing spatial configurations. It is built on a set of theories correlating society with space and a set of techniques and tools for analyzing spatial structures. Space Syntax focuses on describing how the configuration of space directly impacts how people understand, use and move through spatial settings of all kinds, ranging from small-scale spaces to large-scale...
urban cities [5]. Space Syntax is well developed as a spatial configuration approach, which relies mainly on analyzing the topological characteristics of a street network and explain most of the spatial movement in the urban structure, including both vehicles and pedestrians, based on these characteristics [11]. It is not only movement that is affected by the street network configuration but also the distribution on land uses and other spatial phenomena [12].

Spatial configuration analysis of Space Syntax was based on the theory of “natural movement”. This theory is based on the main proposition that there is a correlation between grid configuration and pedestrian movement patterns [13]. Built on that, the theory of “cities as movement economy” proposes that the configurational structure of space is a main generator of different patterns of movement. As a result, influencing land use choices. In turn, creating a multiplier effect on movement with further influence of land use choices [14]. Configurational analysis has been used as an approach to predict pedestrian movement in different areas. In London, various studies have been carried out to predict pedestrian movement with predictably rates ranging from 55-75%. Meanwhile, in Amsterdam the rates of predictability of pedestrian movement ranged from 60-70% [11].

- **Predicting Urban Activity**

  The analysis of Space Syntax demonstrates the relative accessibility of different areas of the urban configuration through quantifying and measuring various characters of the urban network. An axial map analysis illustrates the level of visual and movement accessibility from the moving user’s perspective. The construction of an axial map is basically a representation of the street network by the fewest and longest straight lines that completely covers all open spaces of the urban network, entitled axial lines. When the topological relationship between these axial lines are analyzed several indices are generated describing the street network. These indices include: connectivity, integration, choice and others. Each index reflects a specific and measures a certain aspect [15].

  Space Syntax research stresses on the idea that movement and flow in urban structures are largely formed by its spatial configuration. Various analytical tools were developed based on the theory of Space Syntax for analyzing urban configuration in order to understand the correlation between the city’s form and its function. Which gave the theory a wide range of applicability in urban planning and design. The results of these configurational analysis are represented in numerical values and maps with a wide color range representing various indices. Where routes which are more accessible and connected are red and routes that are segregated and less accessible are blue [16].

- **Space Syntax and Centrality**

  The theory of centrality as a process proposes that urban centers are formed and located as an output of a continuing historical process. The process involves the movement patterns which are shaped initially by the spatial configuration, which subsequently impact land use distribution in the network from busier to quieter areas. As a result, influencing land use choices and generating areas that act as attractors in the whole settlement area. The process responds to configurational properties of the spatial layout and at the same time introduces changes in is by adjusting the local grid conditions. Typically, the street network is locally intensified in some areas as a form of adaptation through creating small scale urban blocks, which are more permeable and accessible [17].

- **Predicting Centers and Sub-Centers**

  Space Syntax has developed unique methods to analyze spatial structures and identify centrality. The methods include a group of graph-based analytical features. These features include that the street segment is considered as an urban unit itself instead of the connection points of the streets and secondly the way it measures distance is by steps or angular changes instead of metrics. Detecting the main spatial distribution of pedestrian activity is very useful and essential in transportation network planning. Angular closeness centrality, which is the measure used in this study to identify centers and sub centers, measures the potential of each street segment, owing to angular proximity, to all other segments within a specified radius [18].

### III. Case Study in Mansoura City

#### A. Background

The study is conducted on Mansoura city, the capital of Dakahlia governorate. It is considered as an intermediary city in Egypt, with an estimated population in 2018 of more than half a million [19]. Mansoura is located in the Delta region (see fig.1), on the east bank of Damietta branch. It’s nearly 120 km northeast of Cairo. On the other side of the Nile, is located a town named Talkha which is connected to Mansoura by bridges across the Nile river. Mansoura city has an important provincial role as it is the administrative center of Dakahlia governorate. The city is also the center of medical, commercial, educational and administrative services for its residents and all the surrounding sub-urban areas and villages [20].

![Fig. 1. Mansoura City Location in the Dakahlia Governorate](www.google.com/maps/). Accessed: April 2020
Mansoura has a wide range transit modes which can be categorized into inner-city modes such as public buses, micro-buses and a newly established Nile river transit, and transit modes connecting the city with surrounding rural areas, cities and other governorates such as railway trains and buses.

Generally speaking, in Egypt, the process of planning transit routes starts by assessing the needs of a given neighborhood. First, the local administrative unit concerned with the matter files a request which is then assessed by a technical staff from the traffic administration to investigate and gather data about the population size and economic conditions of those who live in the neighborhood. Based on the collected data, if the population size is large, the traffic administration will operate routes in the given neighborhood. The transit routes and the allocation of transit stations are determined by the traffic administration. Even though, it may seem like the process is evidence-based, there is no clear criteria and the assessment appears to be superficial [21]. This study aims at proposing an evidence based approach to planning transportation networks through spatially analyzing the road network of Mansoura city in order to identify roads that have good potential for transit routes and areas that have good potential to have transit stations based on Space Syntax spatial measures.

B. Methodology

In order to start the spatial analysis of the given case study in Mansoura city, the study starts by collecting spatial data such as maps and main street network. A significant part of data collection is field observations using gate counts technique done by the researchers in order to manually measure movement flow pattern in different areas across the city, these measures will later be used to validate the computed values. After data collection, the network is spatially represented in the form of an axial map based on the theories and tools provided by Space Syntax. Then the spatial analysis is conducted on both global and local scales, in order to identify both urban activity corridors and urban activity centers. Results of global scale spatial analysis assists in choosing potential transit routes, while local scale spatial analysis assists in determining potential transit stations. Visualizations of these results can be utilized in the decision-making process, inform policy makers and enhance stakeholder’s participation.

C. Observations

The observation technique used in this study is “Gate Counts”. It is a technique developed by University College London (UCL) Space Syntax Laboratory that is used to observe pedestrian and vehicular movement patterns and flow in urban layouts and buildings. A gate is defined as an imaginary line, drawn by the observer, which crosses the street or space. In order to identify movement volume, at this gate the observer counts how many pedestrians or vehicles cross. To conduct a thorough observation, a number of gates that cover the whole study area must be selected. The selected gates must represent a variety of spaces that range in activity [22].

Observations were done on weekdays during peak hours, between 1:00 pm and 3:00 pm, 20 gates were selected in different areas of the city that have different levels of pedestrian and vehicular flow, a sample of the chosen gates are illustrated in table (1). It is important to note that these observations were done in April 2020 during the COVID-19 outbreak so they do not represent the usual numbers on ordinary days, however they do represent the relative flow of the city’s network, see fig.(3) which is based on the observed flow noted in table (1). We were not able to make observations on the weekends due to the necessary lockdown precautions taken by the government to avoid the spread of the virus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gate 1</th>
<th>Gate 2</th>
<th>Gate 3</th>
<th>Gate 4</th>
<th>Gate 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V= 4320/hour</td>
<td>V= 2400/hour</td>
<td>V= 1500/hour</td>
<td>V= 2600/hour</td>
<td>V= 300/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P= 420/hour</td>
<td>P= 500/hour</td>
<td>P= 2700/hour</td>
<td>P= 2000/hour</td>
<td>P= 180/hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gate 6</th>
<th>Gate 7</th>
<th>Gate 8</th>
<th>Gate 9</th>
<th>Gate 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V= 3360/hour</td>
<td>V= 500/hour</td>
<td>V= 900/hour</td>
<td>V= 1200/hour</td>
<td>V= 420/hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P= 2100/hour</td>
<td>P= 4080/hour</td>
<td>P= 2700/hour</td>
<td>P= 2700/hour</td>
<td>P= 1500/hour</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Proposed Methodology for Applying the Syntactic Model in Optimizing Transportation Networks

Source: The Authors
D. Analysis

1) Creating axial map
The first step starts by manually generating an axial map of the city based on the road centerline network we gained from Open Street Maps, see fig. (4) & (5). The second step was converting the axial map to a segment map in DepthmapX software. DepthmapX is a software developed by UCL based on the theory of Space Syntax for spatial network analysis. The measures are represented numerically and by a color range ranging from red to blue which represent values from high to low respectively [22]. (see fig.6)

2) Segment map analysis
The segment map is originated from the axial map. While axial maps are considered the representation of the fewest number of main routes inside the urban network, segments map is considered as a more detailed representation where lines are fragmented into several segments depending on the nodes that exist in the grid. Therefore, using segment maps correlates Space Syntax representation of space with those used in traffic planning, which is mainly built on links as segments and nodes as connections. The calculations of a segment map is based on measuring mean depth degree of the road network. For example, deeper routes which are more segregated tend to be used less, while integrated routes tend to be used more frequently [23].

Segment map analysis of Mansoura city was done using DepthmapX software. Based on the exported map from Open Street map (fig.4), an axial map was generated manually in order to be used in the analysis (fig.5). Segment map analysis was conducted to identify which part of the urban network is more integrated and possess more urban activity and movement. A color spectrum is used to present the degree of integration of streets. Where red is assigned to the most integrated streets, ranging down to blue which are assigned to streets that are less integrated into the network [24].

IV. Spatial Analysis Results
The analysis results of a syntactic model is highly dependent on the scale of analysis. Which means that the results will
represent movement patterns in relation with the chosen scale. Ranging from walkable scales to regional vehicular travel patterns. When using syntactic model analysis in transportation network planning different scales can be utilized for different reasons. Short radii that range between 200m – 1000 m, which is considered as a walkable distance, can identify local accessibility that can be considered ad distance to transit. On the other hand, large radii that are more than 2 km can be used to identify destination [25].

A. Urban Activity Index and Optimized Routes

The index of urban activity represents the potential volume of activity occurring on different routes of the urban area. Its calculation is done through normalizing, at respective radii, weighted choice values with values of total depth. Normalized angular choice (NACH) value are used in this study because it provides more clear and consistent results than raw values.

The equation (1) is used to calculate normalized choice at a global scale where r=n

\[ NA \text{Choice}_n = \log \left( \frac{A \text{Ch}_n+1}{A \text{TD}_n+3} \right) \]

Where:
• The radius (n) is a representative of a large radius that takes the segments of the whole spatial structure into analysis.
• A Ch _n: angular choice at radius =n
Angular Choice is a measure that represents how likely a segment will be passed through from all other spaces to reach any other space, taking into consideration the shortest path or least number on angular turns within a given set radius [12].
• A TD _n: angular total depth at radius= n
Angular Total depth is the sum measure of the shortest angular steps from any segment in the network to a selected segment [24].

The resulted measures of normalized choice is visualized in a map where routes are given a color range which varies from red to blue (see fig.6). The values of NACH range from 0 to 1.6. When a segment has a NACH value that ranges from 1.3 to 1.4 it is typically considered a local high street, while a segment with a NACH value from 1.4 to 1.5 represents a busy street [26]. The values represent how many times each spatial area is used to connect to all other spatial areas. In other words, activity distribution is modeled across the whole spatial structure. Where streets with high values tend to have more movement and pedestrian activities [27]. Red represents routes that are more integrated in the network and are most likely to have high urban activity. Ranging down to the color blue which represents route that have relatively less urban activity. These measures can assist planners in identifying optimum routes of transit in Mansoura city to go along with corridors of high urban activity. This map can also be used to easily communicate planning decisions to local authorities and officials whom have executive authority through offering visual analytical evidence for planning decisions.

B. Centrality Index and Optimized Stations

The index of centrality examines the links inside the spatial network in order to detect spaces which are more accessible to reach from other areas. This measure is calculated by running a segment map analysis using angular integration measure when number of steps was set at 5, which means 5 angular turns from each segment. This number of steps/angular turns focused on the centers on the local scale. Spaces which have high volume of activity and act as gathering points have higher centrality index. Areas with high centrality index has good potential for locating transit stations (see fig.7). Areas with high centrality values were highlighted on the map to indicate areas of proposed transit stations. Centers can be categorized into main centers and sub-centers depending on the resulted measures. This can be utilized in identifying optimum locations for main multi-mode transit stations and smaller transit stops.

In order to identify the exact location of the transit stops, further detailed research is needed. Such as land use, space availability, width of pavements, width of the street itself, feasibility, and many other factors need to be taken into account.
consideration while locating the exact site of the transit stop. The main benefit of Space Syntax spatial analysis is to identify areas that are more likely to be centers of activity, such as the red circles represent in fig. (7), thereby narrowing down the possible locations for transit stops. It is an added layer of analysis that provides scientific evidence to planners in order to make better informed decisions, however it is not the whole process.

C. Validation of Analysis Results

The validation process was achieved through overlaying the analysis results with the manual map made based on the field observations. A scatterplot was generated using both the analysis and observations values in order to test the correlation between them and confirm the validity of the analysis results. The results denote a strong positive correlation where the correlation coefficient \( r = 0.7052 \) and the squared correlation value \( r^2 = 0.4973 \). In order for correlation to be significantly acceptable values must range from \( r = 0.6 \) to \( 0.8 \) [28], which is achieved in this case. Therefore, results of spatial analysis conducted by Space Syntax can be reliable in making informed decision related to planning transit networks.

Fig. 8. Scatterplot of NACH values with observed vehicular flow. Source: The Authors using Microsoft Excel software.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Potentials

Space Syntax has shown to offer great potential to be utilized in transportation network planning and assist in the process of identifying optimum transit routes and stations locations. Its potential is based on the fact that Space Syntax can identify relationships between different parts of the network on different scales, model vehicular and pedestrian movement patterns, and easily visualize these relations and measures in a way that is easy to read and understand. The results of the study suggest that Space Syntax enables us to have a comprehensive view of the road network, therefore allowing an easy way to map how specific interventions would impact the whole network. On the other hand, conventional approaches of transport planning would require more time and more resources.

Based on this study and many others, it has been proven that there is a strong correlation between the modeled movement flow distribution and the actual flow of people in real life. In addition, spatial Space Syntax analysis acts as a reliable tool to predict and forecast urban activity and centrality of new city masterplans. Therefore, it can be utilized as an added layer of analysis to the street network in order to identify routes of high urban activity and areas of high urban centrality. Building on that analysis planners can narrow down their choices to plan optimum transit routes and stations. Planners can then conduct further detailed study of the identified areas and choose the exact feasible routes and stations. As a result, Space Syntax spatial analysis can assist planners in making more informed decisions based on measurable evidence while planning transit networks prior to execution.

B. Limitations

Some limitations of Space Syntax analysis are that it mainly focuses on the topological character of the urban network without giving much influence to other street features, such as obstacles, slopes or topological conditions, affecting transportation performance. Other than that Space Syntax configurational analysis does not take into consideration geometrical dimensions (i.e. length, width, number of lanes). It has been established that Space Syntax topological analysis is not an enough tool to conduct an accurate transportation analysis, the reason for which UCL has exported tremendous effort to fix this point. They developed a topo-geometric analysis in Depthmap software, in order to adapt to the kind of analysis needed in transportation and network analysis [23].

Topo-geometric analysis uses both the connectivity and spatial geometry to calculate configurational measures that are approximate to movement flow in patterns in spatial network. While the metric distance captures the exact function and formal properties of the network, topo-geometric analysis links the urban fabric, at different scales, into a whole. Topo-geometric analysis has enabled more accurate modeling of movement flow patterns and strengthened Space Syntax applicability in transportation network planning and urban planning in general [29].

C. Comparison between Space Syntax Approach and Traditional Approach

In order to summarize the main differences between the Space Syntax approach and the traditionally followed approach, fig. (9) illustrates the differences in each step (data collection, analysis, results, and evaluation) of the transportation network planning process between both approaches. Space Syntax approach offers an extra dimension to the traditional approach which the concept and tool of spatial analysis. Space Syntax spatial analysis is a strong and reliable tool that provides evidence-based data to planners to make more informed decisions rather that depending solely on the personal cognition and experience.

The spatial analysis results allows planners to model and forecast movement patterns within a city, therefore assists in the process of locating potential transit routes and stations in existing cities and in future ones. Then, additional field studies are needed to ensure the feasibility of the chosen transit routes and stops. Space Syntax analysis is very important in the evaluation process and its results can be visualized in a clear and easy-to-read way that allows planners to easily communicate plans with decision makers.
The approach used in this study can be very beneficial in analytical evaluation and policy formation in matters related to transportation network planning. Space Syntax as an analytical modeling tool is based on enabling planners to form a deeper understanding of the urban city as an arrangement of overlapping and interconnected spatial areas. This unique proposition has widened its uses and applications in mobility and transportation and in urban planning in general. Understanding the spatial features of the city gives us a comprehensive idea on how a city works. Therefore, enabling us to take planning decisions that match well with the already existing city structure. As a result, we can maximize the efficiency of the interventions we make to enhance the quality of life in cities and reach the city’s full potential as spatial structures that ensure the inhabitants’ well-being.

VI. CONCLUSION

This research argues that Space Syntax as a theory, methodology and tool can be used as an evidence-based approach to achieve optimum transportation networks, including optimum routes and transit stations location. The case study was conducted on Mansoura city in April 2020. The spatial configuration analysis conducted by Space Syntax leads to a deeper understanding of the properties of an urban area. As a result of this analysis, numerical values to various spatial indices guide us to more informed decisions when planning a transit network. Two main spatial indices for Mansoura city are measured: urban activity and urban centrality. Spatial analysis was conducted twice, the first time on global scale where \( r=\infty \) to measure urban activity and the second time on local scale where \( r=5 \) to measure urban centrality, where \( r=5 \) represents the number of angular turns in the street network. Through measuring the index of urban activity we can identify the routes that have highest urban activity therefore are a better choice for transit routes, while measuring the index of urban centrality enables to identify areas that act as centers and sub-centers to the whole city, therefore presenting as a better choice to locate transit stations.

The approach used in this study can be very beneficial in analytical evaluation and policy formation in matters related to transportation network planning. Space Syntax as an analytical modeling tool is based on enabling planners to form a deeper understanding of the urban city as an arrangement of overlapping and interconnected spatial areas. This unique proposition has widened its uses and applications in mobility and transportation and in urban planning in general. Understanding the spatial features of the city gives us a comprehensive idea on how a city works. Therefore, enabling us to take planning decisions that match well with the already existing city structure. As a result, we can maximize the efficiency of the interventions we make to enhance the quality of life in cities and reach the city’s full potential as spatial structures that ensure the inhabitants’ well-being.
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